[Social implications of physician professional and certification quality].
The paper analyzes the social implications of the professional quality of physicians and of their process of certification. The adequate competencies of physicians are especially relevant in countries that have broad social asymmetries and cultural plurality. This diversity of social and epidemiologic conditions demands a profile of physicians able to work in a wide range of environments and able to achieve the best professional practice, making the best use of the available resources for medical care. Medical competencies and quality of care are interrelated. The process of coupling universal knowledge and local conditions creates a synchronic diversity of professional practices. Medical certification must be viewed as part of the process of diffusion of innovations. The development of a variety of abilities to cope with innovations contributes to the production of a diachronic diversity of medical practices. In the light of continuing quality improvement, it is necessary that certification systems be articulated with both continuing medical education and the accreditation and progress of healthcare institutions. Otherwise, there is the risk of increasing inequality in medical practice that, in the last analysis, blames the victim.